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The GMR editorial staff was alerted about some articles that were found to be substantially equal. After a thorough investigation and contacting the authors, the Publisher and Editor of Genetics and Molecular Research decided to retract these articles in accordance with the recommendations of the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE). The authors and their institutions were advised of this serious breach of ethics.

The abovementioned articles containing common plagiarism are:

GMR 4923

Link to original paper

GMR 5334

Link to original paper

GMR 6144

Link to original paper

[Link to original paper](#)


[Link to original paper](#)

These articles contain portions of the text that are similar to each other and to manuscripts that had already been published. All figures, along with their legends, are likely the same and/or modified from studies already published and from the abovementioned papers published by GMR.

The studies, from where the texts and figures were substantially copied, are: